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What is your plan?
 Where do you live?
 Why do you live there?
 Were you both there?
 Did you choose to move there?
 Do you plan to stay there?
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Why the interest in recruiting new residents?
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65 years ago…
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8 years ago…
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Population Change
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Migration Patterns
 http://www.netmigration.wisc.edu/
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Non-Metro and Rural Change
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Why Attraction Efforts Are Important
 “Return migration plays a largely overlooked role in 
replenishing population numbers while raising 
education levels and labor supply, and increasing the 
social vitality of thousands of rural communities 
nationwide.”
John Cromartie, Christiane von Reichert and 
Ryan Arthun.  “Factors Affecting Former Residents’ 
Returning to Rural Communities.”  USDA, ERS.  May 2015
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Some come back!
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Great Plains Research… Who is coming?
 61% - majority of newcomers were from metro areas…
 Quality of life considerations 
associated with an image 
of rural living a primary 
motivation in the decision
to move (60% + of metro 
newcomers)
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Lingering question…
 Urbanites may need help in 
understanding “rural” 
 Communities don’t market relocation 
assets very well
 People use the web as a relocation filter
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How can communities tell their story?
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Please tell us about your impression of 
the community portrayed in the picture?
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Quality Time with Family
“I think pictures of families in 
parks having a picnic. Pictures 
of families in small town events 
like parades, county fairs, 
outside dances, etc.”
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THINK = Family activities (families doing 
things together) or community amenities for 
family outings
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Less Congested Place to Live
“A street in the town that 
show Main Street with the 
businesses that are 
comfortably full, showing 
ample spots for other cars to 
pull in and shop or eat.”
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THINK = Family activities (families doing things together) 
or community amenities for family outings
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Job Opportunities
 Entrepreneurship 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwCKrFRbMpg&lis
t=PLlldDb7IZYqIq_xTj-6Bp81jVRvUDVfz1&index=5
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THINK = Diversity of employment options and ranges of occupations.
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Simpler Pace of Life
“The biking trails, parks, and 
low density neighborhoods.”
“A community lunch, picnic, 
pot luck.”
“Happy community members 
gathering and talking amongst 
each other after church.”
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THINK = Scenery and time for family and friends – broad definition
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Pilot Communities
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Sessions Involve Community Members
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Program Flow
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Inside the 
MHA 
Community 
Discussion 
Guide
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Activities 
Involve 
Community 
Members in 
Collecting 
Information
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What people are saying…
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What happens?
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m21vR9qnnKo
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Thank You!
 And Go Home!! (or at least consider it)
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